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Good Morning, today’s historical reflection is a little different than those in previous months. It is indirectly related to the church because it is about an event that happened 260 years ago this month, 10 years before the building of the first church. Imagine, if you will, that our church building in not here, the manse is not here, and the cemetery is not here. There is a trail coming from Loysville, passing in front of the Linn house on Trostle Road, continuing straight across the field in front of what used to be Lynn Kling’s home until it reaches the top of the ridge that you can see beyond the cemetery. It continues by then turning north to ultimately meet up with Quarry Road and goes over the mountain toward Honey Grove. The current roads do not reflect the direction of this old road which was called Trader Trail. Many of the persons who would be the founding members of this church had already settled in this area and were clearing land, building cabins, and planting crops. In 1755, George Robinson, who gave the land for this church, was deeded 209 acres. These early Scotch-Irish settlers were in constant danger from the Indians who originally resided in this location. The Pennsylvania colonial government was not very helpful to these settlers and would not build a fort in this area, so the settlers built their own fort on the claim of George Robinson. It was in a central location and if danger was imminent, the settlers could more easily run to the fort for protection. There is no evidence in the historical record as to the type and construction of the fort, but based on other forts in the area, this fort was



probably a log blockhouse surrounded by a log or split-rail stockade. The approximate dimensions of the fort were 170 by 150 feet. There was an 11 foot gate on the lower side. It was large enough to accommodate up to 200 people. The fort was not occupied at all times, only housing persons upon the approach of danger. Women and children would gather inside the block house and the men would keep guard and defend the fort. It was called Fort Robinson. It was July, 1756, and crops were being harvested. It was an exceptionally good year for crops. Because of Indian depredations occurring in the neighborhood, the settlers in the vicinity were using the fort as a base for their harvest activity. That day about 40 men had gone, or were in the process of going, out to the fields to reap. They had taken their guns for protection. Unfortunately, none of the settlers knew that Indians were quietly surrounding the fort waiting until all the men were out in the fields to make their attack. Robert Robinson, one of George’s sons, was at the fort, along with James Wilson and John Simmeson. Robert’s job was to hunt deer for the community and he had not yet gone out for his hunt that day. Robert and James Wilson were standing at the gate of the Fort looking at Wilson’s rifle. Robert asked James if he could try out the rifle and shoot it at a mark in the trees below the fort. James agreed and Robert shot the rifle. When the hidden Indians heard the shot, they quickly attacked thinking that they had been discovered. The Indians shot at John Simmeson, killed a daughter of Robert Miller,



and attacked James Wilson’s wife, scalping her. Robert Robinson shot at the Indian attacking Mrs. Wilson, however, that Indian escaped and Mrs. Wilson died. Also unaware of the impending danger, Mary Gibson, her teenaged son Hugh, and a young Elizabeth Henry had gone out to find the Gibson’s cattle. The Indian party shot and killed Mary Gibson and took off with Hugh and Elizabeth. The attack only lasted a few minutes but left three dead and two captive. It was devastating to the settlers because, even though they had their own private fort, the Indians had still mounted a deadly attack. As a follow up, Hugh Gibson escaped from his captors three years later and returned to “English” society. Elizabeth Henry was returned to the “English”, via Colonel Bouquet, in 1764, but was back living with her Indian husband by 1766 when Charles Beatty came through the area and inquired about her. The details of the actual attack and the location of the fort remain elusive. The most historical account is that of Robert Robinson, son of George, who was a participant in the attack. Centre Church’s records give some clues as to the location of the fort. From these records, there is indication that the fort stood near the bend in the Trader’s Trail, which is about 68 feet from the eastern fence corner of the cemetery. It was said to be built near the spring that is across route 850. There is also indication that the fort was close by today’s church, suggesting that it was in the field beside the manse. There is a marker supposedly indicating the location of the church, but based on information in a book



by Dennis Hocker, PhD, this location was selected by the farmer who owned the land because it was in a marshy area and was untillable. In the summer of 2010, the mounded area in the field beside the manse was excavated in the search for the actual fort. Based on my readings, I do not believe they took enough time to evaluate the findings and do a further search. From 2010 to 2013, this same area was evaluated by biolocation magnetometry and the results were amazing. An anomaly was found that measures 168 by 150 feet. Inside this anomaly is another that measures 23 by 30 feet. Are these the walls of the blockhouse inside the fort and the walls of the fort? You decide. Do you see the fort sitting there in that field in your mind’s eye? I know I do.
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